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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION 

ERNESTO G. LIRA, 

Plaintiff, 

V . 

DIRECTOR OF CORRECTIONS OF THE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA; et al., 

Defendants. 

No. C 00-905 SI 

Action Filed: March 14, 2000 
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This is a complaint for injunctive relief, declaratory relief, and damages arising from 

Defendant prison officials' deprivation of Plaintiff Ernesto G. Lira's constitutionally 

protected liberty interest during his confinement by the California Department of 

Corrections and Rehabilitation ("CDCR") at the Deuel Vocational Institution ("DVI") and 

Pelican Bay State Prison ("Pelican Bay" or "PBSP"). 

JURISDICTION 

I. This action arises under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, and this Court has jurisdiction over 

Plaintiffs claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343(a)(3). 

VENUE 

2. Venue is proper in the Northern District of California, San Francisco Division, 

under 28 U.S.C. §139l(b)(2) because a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise 

to Plaintiffs claims occurred in this district. 

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

3. Plaintiff Ernesto G. Lira is currently confined at DVI. During the period of time 

relevant to this action, Plaintiff was an inmate at either DVI or PBSP. Both institutions have 

a grievance procedure. 

4. Plaintiff presented the claim at issue in this Complaint for review through the 

available grievance procedure. 

1. Appeal No. DVI 96-01026. 

5. On July 29, 1996, Plaintiff filed Appeal No. DVI 96-01026 (attached as Exhibit I 

to this Complaint). The informalleve1 review was bypassed. 

6. The first formal level review was completed on August 23, 1996. Plaintiffs 

appeal was denied. 

7. The second formal level rev1ew was completed on September 27, 1996. 
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Plaintiffs appeal was denied. 

8. The third and final formal level review was completed on January 24, 1997. 

Plaintiffs appeal was denied. 

9. Plaintiff initiated additional grievances on April4, 1998, and November 3, 1999, 

each requesting immediate release from his Ad Seg confinement and challenging the basis of 

for such confinement. Neither was pursued to the final level of review because in each case 

Plaintiff came to the recognition that the prison administration had already been fully 

apprised of-and had already rejected-his due process claim through the July 29, 1996 

appeal. 

2. Appeal No. PBSP 02-03100. 

10. On November 18, 2002, following this Court's determination that Plaintiffs 

July 29, 1996 Inmate Appeal may not have exhausted administrative remedies for his due 

process claim in its entirety, Plaintiff filed Appeal No. PBSP 02-03100 (attached as 

Exhibit 2 to this Complaint). The informal level review was bypassed. 

11. The first formal level review was completed on December 24, 2002. Plaintiffs 

appeal was denied. 

12. The second formal level review was completed on January 28, 2003. Plaintiffs 

appeal was denied. 

13. The third and final formal level revtew was completed on May 21, 2003. 

Plaintiffs appeal was denied. 

PARTIES 

14. Plaintiff Emesto G. Lira is currently an inmate at DVI, in Tracy, California. At 

all times relevant to this Complaint, Plaintiff was an inmate within the CDCR system. He 

was incarcerated at DVI from October 31, 1995 until his transfer to PBSP on September 23, 

1996. Plaintiff remained incarcerated at PBSP until he was paroled on April 14, 2004. 

Following a parole violation, he has been incarcerated at DVI from May 13, 2005, until the 
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present. 

15. The Defendants referenced below in paragraphs 16 through 34 were served 

pursuant to this Court's January 22, 2001 Order of Service, Partial Dismissal and Denial of 

Injunctive Relief ("Order of Service"). 

16. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Steve Herrera was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Sergeant at DVI. He is sued in his individual and official 

capacities. 

17. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Brian Fielder was 

employed by the CDCR and was an Investigative Services Unit Officer or a Correctional 

Counselor at DVI. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

18. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Weldon J. Olmsted 

was employed by the CDCR and was a Lieutenant at DVI. He is sued in his individual and 

official capacities. 

19. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant EdwardS. Alameida, 

Jr. was employed by the CDCR and was Director of the Department from September 2001 

until December 2003. Upon information and belief he was Chief Deputy Warden at DVI 

from 1991 until 1996, and Warden from 1996 until March 2000. He is sued in his individual 

and official capacities. 

20. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Donald R. Busser 

was employed by the CDCR and was an Assistant Warden at DVI. He is sued in his 

individual and official capacities. 

21. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Jose H. Chavez was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at DVI. He is sued in his 

individual and official capacities. 

22. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant K. Mann was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at DVI. She is sued in her 

individual and official capacities. 

23. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Darlene Best-Pizzella 
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was employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at DVL She is sued in her 

individual and official capacities. 

24. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant John D. Stokes was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Facility Captain at PBSP. He is sued in his individual 

and official capacities. 

25. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Cheryl Bolles was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at PBSP. She is sued in her 

individual and official capacities. 

26. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant B. Heaps was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at PBSP. He or she is sued in his 

or her individual and official capacities. 

27. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Allen K. Scribner 

was employed by the CDCR and was an Assistant Warden at PBSP. He is sued in his 

individual and official capacities. 

28. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant C. Patten was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at PBSP. He is sued in his 

individual and official capacities. 

29. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Darin W. Bradbury 

was employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at PBSP. He is sued in his 

individual and official capacities. 

30. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant J. Briddle was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Captain in the Institutional Gang Investigation Unit at 

PBSP. He or she is sued in his or her individual and official capacities. 

31. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Matt J. Nimrod was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at PBSP. He is sued in his 

individual and official capacities. 

32. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Donald D. Bruce was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at PBSP. He is sued in his 
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individual and official capacities. 

33. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant K. Cruse was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at PBSP. He or she is sued in his 

or her individual and official capacities. 

34. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant M. Piland was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Sergeant in the Investigative Services Unit ("ISU") at 

PBSP. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

35. The Defendants referenced below, in paragraphs 36 through 49 were not served 

with Plaintiff's initial Complaint because their acts depriving Plaintiff of his constitutionally 

protected liberty interest were conducted, entirely or in large measure, after Plaintiff's initial 

Complaint was filed. They are included in Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint according to 

the same rationale employed by Court when it determined that Plaintiff stated a cognizable 

claim for relief for a due process violation against those "who were on the committees that 

decided to place or retain Lira in administrative segregation." Order of Service at 6. 

36. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant D. Smith was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Facilities Captain at PBSP. He is sued in his individual 

and official capacities. 

37. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant J. Cox was employed 

by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor or a Facilities Captain at PBSP. He is sued 

in his individual and official capacities. 

38. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant R. Pederson was 

employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at PBSP. He is sued in his 

individual and official capacities. 

39. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant J. Schwartz was 

employed by the CDCR and was an Associate Warden at PBSP. He or she is sued in his or 

her individual and official capacities. 

40. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant B. O'Neill was 

employed by the CDCR and was an Assistant Warden at PBSP. He is sued in his individual 
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I and official capacities. 

2 41. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Richard Kirkland was 

3 employed by the CDCR and was an Associate Warden or Warden at PBSP. He is sued in 

4 his individual and official capacities. 

5 42. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Steve R. Moore was 

6 employed by the CDCR and was Warden at DVL He is sued in his individual and official 

7 capacities. 

8 43. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant Victor Almager was 

9 employed by the CDCR and was an Associate Warden at DVI. He is sued in his individual 

I 0 and official capacities. 

11 44. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant K. Slatten was 

12 employed by the CDCR and was a Facility Captain at DVI. He is sued in his individual and 

HOW'\RD 13 official capacities. 
RICE 

NEMER.O/SK.l 

CA~~B( 14 45. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant L. Olivas was 
&RABKIN 

,~.~ ... .,
4 

•• ,., .. 15 employed by the CDCR and was a Facility Captain at DVI. He is sued in his individual and 

16 official capacities. 

17 46. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant P.S. Nowling was 

18 employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at DVI. He is sued in his 

19 individual and official capacities. 

20 47. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant S. Dwight was 

21 employed by the CDCR and was a Correctional Counselor at DVI. He is sued in his 

22 individual and official capacities. 

23 48. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant M. Day was 

24 employed by the CDCR and was an Institutional Gang Investigator at DVL He or she is 

25 sued in his or her individual and official capacities. 

26 49. During the period of time relevant to this action, Defendant J. Maykel was 

27 employed by the CDCR and was an Institutional Gang Investigator at DVI. He is sued in his 

28 individual and official capacities. 
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I 50. At all times relevant to the events described herein, all of the Defendants have 

2 acted under color of state law, in the course and scope of their employment. 

3 51. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and on the basis of such information and belief 

4 alleges, that each of DOES 1 through I5 is responsible in some manner for the injuries 

5 alleged in this Complaint. The true names and capacities of said DOES I through I5, are 

6 presently unknown to Plaintiff, who therefore sues DOES 1 through I5 by such fictitious 

7 names and will seek leave to amend this Complaint to add their true names and capacities 

8 when the same have been ascertained. 

9 

10 STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

11 52. Defendants imposed and are imposing atypical and significant hardship on 

12 Plaintiff in relation to the ordinary incidents of prison life by confining him in DVI 

HOVVARD 13 administrative segregation ("Ad Seg") and in the Pelican Bay security housing unit ("SHU") 
RICE 

NE.tv\ER.Civ'SK.l 

~~8! 14 for more than eight years. In Ad Seg, Plaintiff was locked in a windowless cell for twenty-
&RABKJN 

........... ,~.""""' 15 two and one-half hours each day, every day of the year. There he had minimal yard time (at 

16 DVI approximately one and one-half hours each week), he was denied for many years all 

17 educational programs, he could not work or accrue work credits, and he was disallowed 

18 contact visits or telephone access. He has suffered severe anxiety and has been diagnosed 

19 with, and treated for, post-traumatic stress disorder as a result of his eight years of Ad Seg 

20 confinement. This long-term deprivation of Plaintiffs constitutionally protected liberty 

21 interest was supported by no reliable evidentiary basis, and was executed without the 

22 procedure required by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United 

23 States Constitution. For ten months Plaintiff was denied the opportunity to review all of the 

24 evidence relied upon to confine him in Ad Seg as a prison gang affiliate, he was never 

25 granted a hearing or any meaningful opportunity to present his views, and, despite Plaintiffs 

26 requests, the periodic reviews by Defendant prison officials failed to consider the evidentiary 

27 basis for his confinement or engage in any meaningful review of his classification. 

28 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

53. Plaintiff was transported to DVI reception center on October 31, 1995, following 

the completion of a criminal trial at Sacramento County Superior Court. On December 28, 

1995, Plaintiff was handcuffed and removed from the DVI general population and placed in 

Ad Seg in DVI's K-Wing. For the duration of his sentence Plaintiff would remain confined 

in Ad Seg, first at DVI and then at Pelican Bay.1 

54. Plaintiff was informed by Defendant S. Herrera that his Ad Seg confinement was 

ordered by Defendant W.J. Olmsted, who, upon information and belief, had been informed 

by Defendant B. Fielder of the Investigative Services Unit that Plaintiff was a validated 

10 member or associate of the Northern Structure Prison Gang. Plaintiff had no prior 

11 knowledge of the validation, he was not informed of any evidence supporting the validation, 

12 and he had no meaningful opportunity to challenge the validation. Defendant Herrera 

HClWARo 13 instructed Plaintiff to sign a CDCR Form 114-D ("114-D") ("Order and Hearing for 
RICE 

NEMEROvSKJ 
CA~fr 14 Placement in Segregated Housing") which was already filled out. Plaintiff signed the 114-
&RABKJN 

""""~"·"~·~ ..... 15 D, having been assured by Defendants Fielder and Herrera that the DVI Institutional 

16 Classification Committee ("ICC") would soon review and evaluate his central files ("C-

17 Files") to determine whether the validation was proper, and would provide Plaintiff with an 

18 opportunity to review any evidence supporting his validation and to present his position. 

19 Plaintiff did not understand his signing of the 114-D to waive his due process rights, and he 

20 consistently informed Defendants at each committee review and at every opportunity that he 

21 demanded (1) all evidence supporting the validation underlying his Ad Seg confinement, 

22 (2) a hearing concerning his Ad Seg confinement,2 and (3) the aid of a staff assistant and 

23 investigative personnel. 

24 55. The 114-D that Plaintiff was instructed to sign on December 28, 1995, indicated 

25 

26 

27 

28 

1The bulk of that time was spent in the Pelican Bay Security Housing Unit ("SHU"), 
the equivalent of Ad Seg conditions of confinement at California's highest security prison. 

2Plaintiff wanted access to the evidence before a hearing, so that he could understand 
the claims against him and adequately prepare to challenge those claims. 
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1 that he was "entitled to a written decision including references to the evidence relied upon 

2 and the reasons for such confinement" and that "[p ]rior to initial placement, or within 48 

3 hours of such placement, an inmate is entitled to written notice of the reasons for placement 

4 in sufficient detail to enable the inmate to prepare a response or defense." Defendants 

5 contravened CDCR regulations by providing no reference to any evidence relied upon other 

6 than a meaningless statement that the DVI Investigative Services Unit ("ISU") "informed 

7 [Defendant Olmsted] that [Plaintiff was] a validated Northern Structure associate." 

8 56. On January 4, 1996, Plaintiff appeared before the DVI ICC for an initial review 

9 of his Ad Seg confinement. The ICC panel included Defendants E. Alameida, Jr., D. Busser, 

10 and J. Chavez. Plaintiff denied any involvement with the Northern Structure Prison Gang, 

11 and pointed out that he had no record of violence and no recent disciplinary infractions 

12 (CDCR Form 115s) in his files. He demanded that he be shown the evidence supporting his 

HOWARD 13 validation and Ad Seg confinement. Plaintiff was informed that his C-Files had not been 
R.lCE 

NEMEl'Ov'SKI 

~PZ 14 available to the ICC, and that a review of his validation or a confirmation of his status could 
& R.AilKJN 

'""""'"'"''·"'~-'-"" 15 not be made until the ICC was in possession of the relevant files. Despite the absence of any 

16 reliable evidence, the ICC at this stage ordered the continuation of Plaintiff's Ad Seg 

17 confinement. Plaintiff's requests for ( 1) all documentation related to his validation, (2) a 

18 staff assistant to help file a grievance, (3) an investigative employee to aid in obtaining 

19 evidence and interviewing witnesses, and ( 4) a hearing before the Institution Gang 

20 Investigator concerning his validation, were summarily denied and he was returned to his 

21 cell within approximately five minutes. 

22 57. Plaintiff's Ad Seg confinement continued, and on February 8, 1996, Defendants 

23 D. Schmidt, J. Chavez and D. Busser conducted a 30-day ICC review. Upon information 

24 and belief, no investigation or review of Plaintiff's alleged validation was conducted, yet 

25 Defendants nonetheless ordered the continuation of Plaintiff's Ad Seg confinement. 

26 Plaintiff was not present at the review due to an unrelated court appearance. 

27 58. Upon his return to DVI on February 29, 1996, Plaintiff was again confined in Ad 

28 Seg. Plaintiff refused to sign a new 114-D prepared and endorsed by Defendant Olmsted, 
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1 fearing that he would waive his right to a hearing. Defendant Herrera informed Plaintiff that 

2 a refusal to sign the 114-D could lengthen his Ad Seg confinement. Plaintiff requested that 

3 Defendant J. Chavez provide him with any evidence relied upon in confining him to Ad Seg. 

4 As before, no evidence was provided and no hearing conducted. 

5 59. On March 7, 1996, Plaintiff appeared for a 30-day revtew of his Ad Seg 

6 confinement before an ICC panel including Defendants D. Schmidt and J. Chavez. Plaintiff 

7 again noted that his C-Files reflected no violence or disciplinary infractions, and repeated his 

8 demands for evidence pertaining to his validation, for a hearing, for a staff assistant and 

9 investigative employee. Plaintiff also delivered a CDCR Form 602 Inmate Appeal ("Inmate 

10 Appeal" or "grievance") to Defendant J. Chavez requesting the evidence supporting his 

11 alleged validation as a prison gang associate. Defendant Schmidt indicated that there was in 

12 his files a CDCR Form 128B-2 ("128B-2") dated July 2, 1993, that purportedly validated 

~Ro 13 him as a prison gang member, and that it needed to be reviewed to determine Plaintiff's 
RlCE 

NEMERCNSKJ 

~8( 14 status. Plaintiff was further informed by Defendant D. Schmidt that after Plaintiff's return 
&RABKJt-< 

""~ffl"""·fr~'""' 15 from another unrelated court appearance "all this would be cleared up." Within 

16 approximately five minutes, Plaintiff had been returned to his cell. The ICC panel sought a 

17 90-day extension of Plaintiff's Ad Seg confinement, which was approved on April3, 1996, 

18 in order "to allow completion of gang validation process." 

19 60. Plaintiff was later informed by Defendant J. Chavez in general terms that one of 

20 the documents ("128B chronos") cited in the 128B-2 related information allegedly provided 

21 by R. Romero, an officer at the Merced County Sheriff's Department. Plaintiff also learned 

22 that a drawing with gang symbols had been attributed to him, and that the drawing was also 

23 cited in the 128B-2. He was eventually granted access to the above-mentioned documents, 

24 but it was not until he had been confined in Ad Seg for nearly ten months that Plaintiff was 

25 able to review all of the evidence supporting his validation. 

26 61. On April4, 1996, an ICC panel including Defendants D. Schmidt, D. Busser and 

27 J. Chavez conducted a 30-day review and ordered the continuation of Plaintiff's Ad Seg 

28 confinement. Upon information and belief, the reliability of any evidence in support of such 
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1 confinement was not reviewed. 

2 62. On June 20, 1996, Plaintiff returned from an unrelated court appearance and was 

3 immediately returned to Ad Seg confinement. The 114-D once again failed to refer to any 

4 specific evidence justifying Ad Seg confinement, much less a showing of such evidence in 

5 sufficient detail to enable Plaintiff to prepare a response or defense. The form offered only 

6 the meaningless statements that Plaintiff was in Ad Seg before he left for court, and that 

7 "information obtained from DVI ISU indicated that you are a validated 'Northern Structure' 

8 gang associate." 

9 63. On June 27, 1996, Plaintiff appeared before an ICC panel including Defendants 

10 D. Busser, D. Schmidt and J. Chavez for an initial review of his Ad Seg confinement. 

11 Plaintiff repeated his demands for evidence, a hearing, a staff assistant and investigative 

12 employee. He complained that the ICC had been giving him "the run-around"-confining 

H<)WARo 13 him in Ad Seg but refusing to provide any evidentiary basis for such confinement. Plaintiff 
RICE 

NEMERDvSKI 

CA~~[r 14 informed the panel that to the extent it was relying on an alleged statement of Officer 
&RABKIN 

'"" . ..,. ,._ .. 15 R. Romero from the Merced County Sheriffs Department, that reliance was improper 

16 because Officer Romero had informed Plaintiff that he had not identified Plaintiff as a 

17 member or associate of a prison gang, and had written a letter to DVI to that effect. Within 

18 approximately five minutes, the ICC panel had denied Plaintiffs requests, and while 

19 acknowledging that it had not yet reviewed Plaintiffs C-Files "for prison gang 

20 membership," nonetheless ordered the continuation of his Ad Seg confinement, and returned 

21 him to his cell. 

22 64. On July 25, 1996, Plaintiff appeared before an ICC panel including Defendants 

23 D. Schmidt, D. Busser, and K. Mann for a 30-day review. Plaintiffs demands for evidence 

24 and a hearing were ignored. After seven months in Ad Seg, the ICC had finally reviewed 

25 Plaintiffs C-Files, and had ordered a current CDC Form 128B-2 via the ISU. Plaintiff had 

26 no opportunity to review or participate in the preparation of the 128B-2, and upon 

27 information and belief, the proper procedural safeguards in the validation process were not 

28 observed. Despite the absence of a completed 128B-2 (or the supporting 128B chronos) 
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1 validating Plaintiff, and despite Defendant Busser's observation at the review that Plaintiffs 

2 C-Files did not demonstrate that Plaintiff was a threat to staff or other inmates, the ICC 

3 revealed that it had nonetheless made up its mind, stating: "ICC has reviewed the C-File and 

4 the SSU 128B-2 chrono has been ordered via ISU. Upon its receipt, RC processing will be 

5 completed and the case referred to CSR for endorsement and transfer to PBSP-SHU on 

6 Indeterminate SHU status based on validated gang membership in the Northern Structure 

7 Prison Gang.'' Defendant Busser relayed that determination to Plaintiff during the review, 

8 responding to Plaintiffs request to be released from Ad Seg by telling him that the only 

9 place he would be going is to the SHU at Pelican Bay. Ad Seg confinement having been 

1 0 assigned on an indeterminate basis, in the absence of any reliable evidentiary basis and 

1I without any type of hearing, Plaintiff was back in his cell within approximately five minutes. 

12 65. On July 27, 1996, Plaintiff requested an interview with Defendant K. Mann to 

HOWARD 13 review any 128B chronos and I 030s3 relied upon to validate him or otherwise confine him in 
R.ICE 

NEMERDv'SKJ 

cANtpz 14 -Ad Seg. Defendant K. Mann declined the interview and informed Plaintiff on July 30, I996, 
&RABKIN 

'"''""""'"~""'"'"' 15 that "[w]hen your 128B-2 is received from SSU we will also receive supporting documents 

16 and you will be served 1030's." 

I7 66. On July 29, 1996, after seven months of Ad Seg confinement and now aware that 

18 despite critical evidentiary and procedural shortcomings the ICC intended to transfer him to 

19 Pelican Bay for indeterminate Ad Seg confinement, Plaintiff filed an Inmate Appeal 

20 challenging his Ad Seg confinement and the evidentiary basis for the underlying validation. 

21 The grievance specifically requested that Plaintiff be released from Ad Seg and that I28B 

22 chronos supposedly supporting his gang validation-those he had been able to review and 

23 any others he had not yet been granted access to--be removed from his C-Files. Ex. I at 1. 

24 Plaintiff also noted that he had not been provided with the type of details concerning his 

25 validation that would enable him to prepare for a hearing. !d. at 3. 

26 

27 

28 

3CDCR Form 1030 is a confidential information disclosure form that references the 
nature of a confidential statement without identifying the informant. 
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1 67. On August 22, 1996, Plaintiff appeared before an ICC panel including 

2 Defendants D. Busser, D. Best, and K. Mann. Plaintiff repeated his requests for all the 

3 evidence relied upon to validate him and for a hearing. Defendants acknowledged that the 

4 ICC still did not have access to "the documents utilized by SSU to validate inmate." 

5 Defendant D. Best informed Plaintiff that she had received his Form 602 Appeal and that she 

6 would review his grievance. 

7 68. On August 23, 1996, Plaintiff was interviewed by Defendant D. Best. Plaintiff 

8 informed her again that any alleged statements made by Officer R. Romero were not reliable 

9 and again sought access to all evidence used to support his Ad Seg confinement. In her 

10 denial of Plaintiff's Inmate Appeal, Defendant Best noted that the ICC had not been able to 

11 verify Plaintiff's validation status because it had not received Plaintiff's C-Files until 

12 July 25, 1996. Id. at 9. She further observed that in reviewing the C-Files it was apparent 

HOWARD 13 that the validation dated July 2, 1993, did not meet validation requirements and that the ISU 
RILt: 

:-.JEMERCNSKJ 

cA~~[:' 14 had been contacted to investigate Plaintiff's status and to complete a current 128B-2. She 
& RABKIN 

'"'~·"-""'"'!·~·~· 15 noted that "[t]o date this chrono has not been received at DVI." !d. Although she had no 

16 evidence to rely on, Defendant Best nonetheless denied Plaintiff's grievance "since staff 

17 believes you are an associate member of this prison gang ... " ld. Plaintiff appealed that 

18 decision on September 2, 1996, commenting that the 1993 validation was "all wrong" as 

19 Defendant Best herself had noted. 

20 69. Upon information and belief, on September 4, 1996, unbeknownst to Plaintiff, 

21 Defendant Olson of the Investigative Services Unit "revalidated" Plaintiff as a Northern 

22 Structure Prison Gang associate. The materials on which the revalidation was based were 

23 reported to be the contents of a "gang validation package" dated June 22, 1993. Although 

24 apparently in the CDCR system for more than three years, Plaintiff had been afforded no 

25 reasonable notice of the claims against him, had not been provided with all the evidence 

26 supporting the validation (or revalidation), and had not been given a hearing. This 

27 "revalidation," in tum, was the basis for the denial of Plaintiff's grievance at the second 

28 formal level review by the DVI Warden, Defendant E. Alameida, Jr., on September 27, 
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1 1996. The Warden's response, prepared by N. Kramer in consultation with Defendant 

2 K. Mann, indicated that an updated 128B-2 had been filed on September 4, 1996, validating 

3 Plaintiff and making his "indeterminate placement" in Ad Seg appropriate. Id. at 11. Upon 

4 information and belief, no inquiry was made into the reliability of the evidence used for the 

5 revalidation, even though the documents referenced were more than three years old and even 

6 though their reliability had been directly called into question in Plaintiffs grievance. 

7 70. On September 19, 1996, Plaintiff appeared before an ICC panel including 

8 Defendants D. Busser, D. Best, and K. Mann. As planned, having received the updated 

9 128B-2 , the ICC elected to impose an indeterminate SHU term at Pelican Bay. Plaintiffs 

10 requests for all the evidence and for a hearing were denied. Defendant Best acknowledged: 

11 at that session that the validation did not meet departmental requirements, but Defendant 

12 Busser informed the panel that any such problems had since been "taken care of' with the 

HQV\IARD 13 updated 128B-2. No copy of the 128B-2 (or any supporting evidence) was provided to 
RICE 

NEMERCJVSKJ 

CA1~fK 14 Plaintiff. Within approximately five minutes, Plaintiff had been escorted back to his cell. 
&RABKIN 

·~~'""""'''!"~~~. 15 The next day, the DVI CSR endorsed an indeterminate SHU confinement. Three days later, 

16 on September 23, 1996, Plaintiff was transferred to the Pelican Bay SHU, where he 

17 continued to be confined in a windowless cell for twenty-two and one-half hours each day, 

18 and continued to be deprived of work or educational programs. 

19 71. On September 27, 1996, Plaintiff appeared before the PBSP Unit Classification 

20 Committee ("UCC") for his initial review. The Committee panel included Defendants 

21 C. Bolles and B. Heaps. Plaintiff demanded that Defendants provide him with any and all 

22 evidence supporting his validation, and with the due process protections denied him at DVL 

23 Without reviewing the reliability of the evidence underlying the validation Defendants 

24 denied Plaintiffs demands and instead advised him to pursue a "debriefing" procedure-to 

25 reduce his own SHU confinement by informing on other inmates. When Plaintiff disavowed 

26 any knowledge concerning Northern Structure Prison Gang members, Defendants intimated 

27 that he could make something up. At every ICC or UCC review thereafter, Plaintiff was 

28 informed that "debriefing" was his only way out of the SHU. 
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1 72. On October 18, 1996, in an Olson review conducted with Defendant B. Heaps, 

2 Plaintiff was provided copies of all of the evidence relied upon in validating him as a 

3 Northern Structure Prison Gang associate-including the 128B-2 and 128B chronos, and a 

4 1030 confidential information disclosure indicating that "during a debriefing, an inmate 

5 identified you as a Northern Structure." This was the first time, nearly ten months into his 

6 Ad Seg confinement, that Plaintiff was able to review the 1030 disclosure relied upon to 

7 validate him. Plaintiff showed Defendant B. Heaps his Inmate Appeal (he had received the 

8 second formal level response several days prior) and indicated that this was the first time he 

9 had seen some of the documents, and the first time he had even heard about a Confidential 

10 Memorandum dated September 25, 1992. Defendant Heaps agreed that Plaintiff should 

11 persist with his Inmate Appeal, observing that it was a particularly weak validation. 

12 73. When Plaintiff was finally able to review all of the evidence supporting his 

HOWARD 13 validation and Ad Seg confinement, his concerns about the nature and reliability of the 
RICE 

NEMERLA'SKI 

~82" 14 evidence-as voiced at ICC panel reviews and in his Inmate Appeal-were immediately 
& R/\BKJN 

""""''~.,,., ...... 15 confirmed. Upon information and belief, the validation was based upon a Confidential 

16 Memorandum dated September 25, 1992, and two 128B chronos dated May 10, 1993. One 

17 of the 128Bs was based on statements allegedly made by Officer R. Romero, which Officer 

18 Romero had later contradicted, and the other described a gang-related drawing that bore no 

19 indications that it was made by Plaintiff. In addition, Plaintiff is informed and believes that 

20 the Confidential Memorandum was uncorroborated at the time it was filed. Convinced there 

21 was no reliable evidentiary basis for his Ad Seg confinement, Plaintiff appealed his 

22 grievance to the Director's Level review, where his appeal issue was framed as follows: . 

23 "Whether or not the institution's denial of appellant's request to release him to the general 

24 population and remove all gang related information from his Central File (C-File) is 

25 appropriate." /d. at 12. Relying on the September 4, 1996 revalidation, the Director's office 

26 denied Plaintiffs appeal on January 24, 1997. Although Plaintiff indicated during an 

27 interview with Appeal Examiner H. Bard that a simple telephone call to Officer Romero 

28 would demonstrate that the evidence was unreliable, the Director's Level response held that 
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1 "appellant fails to provide convincing proof that he was inappropriately removed from the 

2 general population." /d. at 14. Copies of the Director's denial were sent to DVI and PBSP. 

3 74. Plaintiff reported the fundamental problems with the evidence underlying his Ad 

4 Seg confinement to Pelican Bay ICC and UCC review panels, including but not limited to 

5 the ICC annual review conducted on February 20, 1997, by Defendants A. Scribner~ 

6 J. Stokes, C. Bolles, and B. Heaps. Defendants responded that Plaintiffs Inmate Appeal had 

7 been reviewed and denied, indicating that his confinement in the SHU was more than 

8 justified.4 Plaintiff believed that the unreliability of the evidence would have been 

9 discovered during a reasonable review or investigation, but he could not persuade 

10 Defendants to listen to his arguments or review the evidence. Even after Plaintiff produced a 

11 letter from Officer R. Romero indicating that he had no record Plaintiffs association with 

12 the Northern Structure Prison Gang while housed in the Merced County facilities, and even 

H<)Vv'ARD 13 after the authenticity of the letter had been verified by Defendant M. Piland, Defendants 
I\ ICE 

NEl'vtER.OIISKl 

c4~W 14 continued to rely on an inadequate evidentiary basis to confine Plaintiff in Ad Seg for a total 
&1\.ABKJN 

""""""-"'''-~ 15 of more than eight years. 

16 75. When Plaintiff produced the letter from Officer Romero contradicting one of the 

17 128B chronos at a UCC Review before Defendants J. Stokes, C. Patten, and D. Bradbury in 

18 March 1998, he was told that the letter did not change anything, and that if he wished to he 

19 could file an Inmate Appeal. Plaintiff initiated the grievance process seeking to be released 

20 from Ad Seg and to have Officer Romero's letter entered in his C-Files. On August 6, 1998, 

21 Defendant M. Piland denied Plaintiffs grievance at the first formal level of review, stating 

22 that the evidentiary basis for Plaintiffs validation was appropriate notwithstanding Officer 

23 Romero's letter, but he confirmed the authenticity of the letter and indicated that it would 

24 become part of Plaintiffs C-Files as an attachment to the Inmate AppeaL Plaintiff appealed 

25 to the Warden's Level, where his grievance was denied for the same reasons on September 

26 21, 1998. Plaintiff did not complete the grievance process because Officer Romero's letter 

27 

28 
4The same observation was repeated at a number of subsequent ICC and UCC reviews. 
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1 had been attached to his files to his satisfaction (via the Inmate Appeal), and he realized that 

2 all other aspects of his grievance-including Officer Romero's refutation of the 128B 

3 chrono--had already been addressed and fully exhausted through his July 29, 1996 Inmate 

4 Appeal. 

5 76. The ongoing failure to review the reliability of the evidentiary basis for Plaintiffs 

6 Ad Seg confinement or to afford him a forum in which to present his views was carried out 

7 by numerous PBSP UCC or ICC review panels that were conducted between Plaintiffs 

8 arrival September 1996 transfer and his parole in April 2004. These panels continued to rely 

9 on evidence Plaintiff challenged in his July 1996 Inmate Appeal. The reviews ordering 

10 Plaintiffs continued Ad Seg confinement without a proper evidentiary basis and without 

11 affording him a hearing or any meaningful opportunity to present a defense included the 

12 following: 

HowAw 13 • February 20, 1997-Annual review before an ICC panel including Defendants 
P-ICE 

NEMERCNSKI 

~~[K 14 A. Scribner, J. Stokes, C. Bolles, and B. Heaps. 
& R.A!'KIN 

''"""''"''''""""'" 15 • August 5, 1997-120-day review before a UCC panel including Defendant 

16 C. Patten. 

17 • March 31, 1998-Initial review before a UCC panel including Defendants· 

18 J. Stokes, C. Patten, and D. Bradbury. 

19 • May 14, 1998-120-day review before a UCC panel including Defendant 

20 M. Nimrod. 

21 • September 24, 1998-120-day review before a UCC panel including Defendant 

22 J. Briddle. 

23 • December 8, 1998-Annual review before an ICC panel including Defendants 

24 A. Scribner, J. Briddle, M. Nimrod, and D. Bruce. 

25 • April6, 1999-120-day review before a UCC panel including Defendant D. Smith. 

26 • August 10, 1999-120-day review before a UCC panel including Defendants 

27 D. Smith and K. Cruse. 

28 • November 17, 1999-Annual review before an ICC panel including Defendant 

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
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1 K. Cruse. At this review the panel acknowledged that Plaintiff's validation was 

2 called into question by the apparent conflict between Officer Romero's letter and 

3 one of the 128B chronos. Plaintiff was informed that he would be reviewed for 

4 inactive status. Inactive status was denied on April 4, 2000, upon information and 

5 belief due to a Confidential Memorandum dated April 1, 1998, which allegedly 

6 indicated Plaintiff was an active associate of the Northern Structure Prison Gang. 

7 Plaintiff had not been apprised of this Confidential Memorandum until his inactive 

8 status review, and believes it to be inaccurate and inadequately corroborated. 

9 • May 31, 2000-180-day review before a UCC panel including Defendants 

10 D. Martin and D. Smith. 

11 • November 8, 2000-Annual review before an ICC panel including Defendants 

12 J. Schwartz and J. Cox. 

HOWARD 13 
R.ICE 

NF..MEI\0/SKI 

• May 15, 2001-180-day review before a UCC panel including Defendants· 

D. Smith, R. Pederson, and J. Cox. CA~~w 14 
&R.ABKIN 

,,,. ...... ,""·-···" 15 • October 17, 2001-Annual review before an ICC panel including Defendants 

16 J. Schwartz, R. Pederson, and J. Cox. 

17 • April 9, 2002-180-day review before a UCC panel including Defendants J. Cox, 

18 S. O'Dell, and R. Pederson. 

19 • October 16, 2002-Annual review before an ICC panel including Defendants 

20 R. Kirkland and J. Cox. 

21 • April 8, 2003-180-day review before a UCC panel including Defendants J. Cox 

22 and B. Rose. 

23 • September 10, 2003-Annual review before an ICC panel including Defendants 

24 B. O'Neill, D. Marvin, and J. Cox. 

25 • March 30, 2004-180-day review before a UCC panel including Defendants 

26 J. Cox, S. O'Dell, and D. Marvin. 

27 77. On March 14, 2000, Plaintiff filed his initial Complaint in this action. The Court 

28 served many of the aforementioned Defendants with Plaintiff's due process claim on 
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1 January 22, 2001, but ultimately dismissed Plaintiffs case without prejudice upon 

2 Defendants' motion for summary judgment, on May 17, 2002, concluding that Plaintiff had 

3 not exhausted his administrative remedies surrounding his "retention" in Ad Seg by various 

4 ICC and UCC panels. 

5 78. Although Plaintiffs understanding and belief is that he had fully exhausted 

6 available administrative remedies for all aspects of his improper Ad Seg confinement, he 

7 pursued another Inmate Appeal on November 18, 2002, challenging the improper basis for 

8 his validation and the failure of the ICC/UCC reviews to engage in any meaningful 

9 consideration of the appropriateness of Plaintiffs confinement. Plaintiffs grievance was 

10 denied at each level of review. On December 24, 2002, at the first formal level review, 

11 Defendant J. Cox denied Plaintiffs Inmate Appeal, noting that "[t]he original validation 

12 documents remain unchanged. You have not provided any new information that would 

H()W,'\R.D 13 warrant any different decision relative to your current PBSP-SHU indeterminate placement." 
!<.ICE 

NEMER!.MKI 

CA1~ 14 Ex. 2 at 4. The Warden's Level review, conducted by Defendant J. Schwartz on behalf of 
& R.ABKIN 

""'"'~"~"-"" 15 Warden Joe McGrath on February 3, 2003, reached the same conclusion and warned that 

16 future appeals focusing on Plaintiffs validation documentation would be rejected. !d. at 6. 

17 Plaintiffs grievance was denied at the Director's Level on May 21, 2003. !d. at 7. 

18 79. Plaintiff was released from prison on parole on April 14, 2004, but subsequently 

19 had his parole revoked, and was transported to DVI on May 13, 2005, where he was 

20 immediately removed to Ad Seg on the basis of his validation as an associate of the Northern 

21 Structure Prison Gang. 

22 80. The same pattern that characterized his prior Ad Seg confinement re-emerged at 

23 DVI. Even though Plaintiff has consistently addressed the deficient evidentiary basis for Ad 

24 Seg confinement and the failure to afford him due process at each ICC review, Defendants 

25 still-ten years later-persist in depriving Plaintiff of his constitutionally protected liberty 

26 interest. Plaintiff was informed that he is again being reviewed for inactive status, but has 

27 received no further information and has no observed no signs of progress toward his release 

28 from Ad Seg. The recent DVI ICC reviews ordering Plaintiffs continued Ad Seg 
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1 
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7 
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10 

11 

12 

HOWARD 13 
RICE 

NEMEI\l"Jv'SKI 
CAN.'\DY 14 FALK 
&RABKJN 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

confinement without a proper evidentiary basis and without affording him a hearing or any 

meaningful opportunity to present a defense include the following: 

• May 19, 2005-Initial review before an ICC panel including Defendants 

V. Almager, L. Olivas, B. Fielder, J. Maykel and S. Dwight. 

• September 28, 2005-Initial review before an ICC panel including Defendants S.R. 

Moore, K. Slatten, J. Chavez, J. Maykel, and P. Nowling. 

• April 20, 2006--Initial review before an ICC panel including Defendants S.R. 

Moore, K. Slatten, J. Chavez, P. Nowling, B. Fielder, and M. Day. 

81. Plaintiff began treatment for severe anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder in 

Spring, 2005. He believes that his condition is the direct result of his long-term Ad Seg 

confinement. 

82. Plaintiff remains confined in Ad Seg at the filing of this Amended Complaint; 

still without an adequate evidentiary basis, and still without having been afforded the 

opportunity to challenge the reliability of his Ad Seg confinement or the underlying 

validation. 

CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

83. Plaintiff supports the following claim by reference to the previous paragraphs of 

this Amended Complaint. 

84. Defendants' confinement of Plaintiff in Ad Seg for more than eight years 

imposed atypical and significant hardship in relation to the ordinary incidents of prison life, 

thus depriving him of a liberty interest of real substance. Defendants have thus deprived 

Plaintiff of his constitutionally protected liberty interest without affording him the procedure 

required by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution, and without the reliable evidentiary basis required by the Due Process Clause 

of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

85. As a proximate result of Defendants' conduct, Plaintiff has suffered and 

continues to suffer severe anxiety. He has been diagnosed with post-traumatic stress 
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1 disorder and is currently being treated with psychiatric medications. 

2 86. In acting as described herein above, Defendants have acted knowingly, willfully! 

3 and maliciously, or with reckless or callous disregard for Plaintiff's federally protected 

4 rights. 

5 

6 PRAYERFORRELIEF 

7 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully prays that this Court: 

8 87. Declare that the acts and omissions described herein violated Plaintiff's rights 

9 under the Constitution and laws of the United States. 

10 88. Enter preliminary and permanent injunctions ordering Plaintiff's release from his 

11 indeterminate Ad Seg confinement on the basis of the inadequate evidence relied upon to 

12 date; ordering that such unreliable validation evidence be expunged from Plaintiff's C-Files; 

HOWARD 13 ordering that Defendants release inmates from Ad Seg if evidence supporting Ad Seg! 
R-ICE 

NE1\t\ER.l7V'SKI 

cA~fk' 14 confinement on the basis of gang validation is not provided within 72 hours; ordering that 
&RABKiN 

""""'"~· .. .,·-··· 15 Defendants cease pressuring inmates to waive their rights to a hearing upon placement in Ad 

16 Seg and cease requiring inmates to "debrief' in order to secure their constitutionally 

17 protected liberty interest. 

18 89. Enter judgment in favor of Plaintiff for nominal, compensatory, and punitive 

19 damages, as allowed by law, against each Defendant, jointly and severally. 

20 90. Award attorney fees and costs. 

21 91. Order such additional relief as this Court may deem just and proper. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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1 DATED: June 28, 2006. 

2 Respectfully, 

3 DOUGLAS A. WINTHROP 
ROBERT D. HALLMAN 

4 HOWARD RICE NEMEROVSKI CANADY 
F ALK & RABKIN 

5 A Professional Corpo ation 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

HLIWARD 13 
RJCE 

NEMEROVSKI 

~~PZ 14 
£-<RABKIN 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Attorneys for PlaintiffERNESTO G. LIRA 
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• .. ~ -:1 ~·; 
STATE OF CAliFOR~IA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 

ORDER AND HEARING FOR PLACIMINT IN .IORIOATID HOUSING 
I 

An inmate is entitled to a written decision including references to the evidence relied upo~ ~~d the reasons for sJ,:h 
:onfinement. A co~yofthe co:npl.ete~form must be given to theinmate,a C91l.'Jti'Jeced in thece1~file, and a copy retai1ed 

·~ .. Ln a centrallocatton at the znstttutwn. -... .... ~~~ 1 

FROM: WH-303 to K-

Prior to initial placement, or within 48 hours of such placement, an inmate is entitled to written notice of the reasons {rr 
placement in sufficient detail to enable the inmate to prepare a response or defense. , 

PART I NOTICE OF REASONS FOR PLACEMENT IN ADMINISTRATIVE SEGREGATION 
NAME 1 NUt;IBER r INSTITUTION 

LIRA Hb36693 PVk/RC 1 

·A determination has been mode to place you in segregated housing. The reasons for such placement are1 ! 

uriYed .tt Deutl YouUoul IMtihUon u a PV/RTC on 10131195, froa Snraaento County. On 12/27/95 In•tsUgative Services Uni• 
() inforaed te that you 1r1 .t nlidatttl MorUern Strutvrt uaodlte. Per tht aforeHntiontfl, yoar c:ontinllad prnence in Ut RC/&~ 
!5 a threat to the safety of staff and intdn alUt, and to tbe ncarity of t~il f~eility. Per :orden of Correction~! UeatenJnt 1.\ 
lluted, yov are ordered to AdlinistuUn StgrtfiUon tffec~!:j~~~;~~~~·:·~~.JIIndint redev/enltltiori of cast hdors.. · i 

11. 1:· Dltsted, Corrtctionil lieutenant · • 

INWATE SIGNATURE 

Copy Given to Inmate 
•iff' 

,. 0 Refused to Sign 

'· f l. . ; {' . ·L- t-t i. v 

Representation by counsel-substitute is required when it is determined that the inmate is illiterate or tlfat the complexity o~ 
the issues makes it unlikely that he/she can collect and present the evidence necessary for an adequate comprehension of the 
case. This determination must be made at the time of initial placement or within 48 hours of such placement. (Complet~ 
both A and B below.) · · I 

PART II COUNSEL-SUBSTITUTE 

A. STAFF ASSISTANT (Assigned if inmate is illiterate or issues complex.) 
'· / 

~ Nat Assigned 0 Inmate Not Illiterate 
.;t.*~. 

0 Inmate Declines 0 Issues Not Complex 

0 Assigned (Nome)----------------------------------

,.;.'';i. ,.l if #. .• l l..t lt.: ··:J 
Other Reasons or Comments: ·· · • 
t ,; • i1 1 (: • /. • 1.: If ~ {j 7 1.. ~t.-'i /t I i 1 

B. INVESTIGATING EMPLOYEE (Assigned when inmate is not illiterate and issues ore not complex but assistance is necessary to enable inmate to 
1 

collect and present evidence necessary for on adequate comprehension of the case.) 

o' Not Assigned D Inmate Declines 

0 Inmate Able to Collect and Present Evidence 

0 Assigned (Nome)--------------------------------------------------------------

~·/· .... , ... I .· ·,;.,~ , · · I l t v ·I ; ,_:., rt ,·_. 
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limitation: Check A...J 8_1 C and D if app"- ie. ._ .i 
Qf!J6L ISG020U2 ouq (vUJwGUjl' ~ ...., 

-1=:r:Rg:T;,.; WAIVER OF HEARING OR OF TIME TO PREPARE ANO REQUESLEOR WITNESSES. _ 

I understand that I have o right to a hearing concerning ~-1;'1~1~Zg'1~n~W,"s~grc~!,eR ~~~si~:!'01 ~b~~:,~ waive that right. 
L__j ' • . ' 

..QJt.l~lOUl Ol COWWGUtZ' 

\..:~ I hereby request that my hearing be continued and not be held before the date of --------------------

tOi:jl~~quest the folloJ~;:~/ness(e~}-: ----------· ~----- ····------· ---------·~----·-··---------------·-

D fUWO~G DGC(!UGZ 

Wta<W is ~~~~rz-hf~~.ffYffl( to be held not less than:7ih-;;;;rs ~fter.initial placement in the SegregatedHousing 
rJ'nit unless tlie inmate requests in writing additional time in which to prepare a defense. (See Part Ill above.) 

n <;:ob>. G!AGU ~0 fUWOjG 

bpla1n: 

8wllilaiJnseMiub$11.tvte Present: 

0 Stoff Assistant 

0 Investigating Employee 

Other Reasons and Comments: 

0 Counsel-Substitute Not Present 

0 Inmate Waives AHendance 

cr q~WJUAUOU lJOi.. DGGU WOEJn blocs AOI'I.IU ZW.6LG6ali>Q J.IOMIUtr-il Jl.li LGalQU~ tOL ~q~ bi\ICGW!iUj OLSl _ _ •1,
1 

1...- • ft,.l .. lfu 
• vv1messes !"resent -w tnesses No! t<~uesrea ...:...t.....r~~ uesfeu Oru:l...$l.Wlll.2.~ ... ~re$~nce w•~-..wL...ll~ 

V!YI'IE _ ~-----~-- _ ! ,,:sEa hazard us to institutional safety and correctionol_gools. 

~ii~on:V1011CE 01:: 15EV20V12 l:OIS bfVCEWEV111V1 VDWIV112llfv'l1AE 2ECHECV110V1 

b\UC.G\l.fl>\.1\ 1_\J ?.11\.\!<.~1>\.l\ qqm.\ tO GU<l\JV" we. ~l!l.l.l<l\G \1} D\.GbU!..I> u l..G'GbO\I'GG 0!.. o;(,.\.G\t'a(i' 

~~ \0 ~\l~\~0\ b\<lCG\\!(,1!\' 0!.. 11\~W~\l '\'i3 \fOI'\\.2 O\ ?.11\.\1 D\U(..,}\f()\1\' U\I Hl'\.iiU\() ~'l (;U\~\\E>(\ \0 ffi\.~\\GU l.Hl\tc',() O\ Wl· \.(:;(l\>.0\t?. 

~lkllol:lf<U\l..U\ \OC.0\~0\I 0\ W(· nl'G\~\11\~0\l' 
COU\!UGUSE.\I\' \f (',()\)'j, O\ WE. c.omb\1>\Grt; \01.\ll \l.\112\ \)<> 'i',~l)(,\l \0 Wli. ~\H.I!U\b. u cob). b\UCE.(j ~\I we.. <:.G\I\!..0\ \!\1>. U\1(\ 0' (.0\:))1 \.GtU~\1{,(, 

\f'.s ~lSUS(l\G ~'G G\I\~\Y•<l; \0 (l 1'\l\.f\\{;U q()CI'G~O\l ~UC.\tH\1,\t'i'. \.(,\E>>..f.lJ(',()\l \0 Wt Gr\~(\1:>\$(,(, \.G\~G{\ !1bO\I 0\H\ W" \.{,0?.0\I'G \~'\.. ?.1\C\l . . 

OISDEIS YMD HEYISIMe I:OIS bfYCEWEMl IM 2EeiSEeY lED H0ft21Me 
DEb'tUWH11 0~ COISISEC110k1? --~---------~---'~ 

......... -
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·:~·~ __ ] ___ ,_~J:G.i~~;·:t i 
1<~>;!~1[1J'.{'f.·\· -~--,i:· .. • ... ; ·~·.~ ... ·,-·,;,,_,~·:.-dt:~\i~~i.~r~;~~-~~J.t}~:~ 

· •... ~,_.;1 <?ck.er.~:a~ s t g·ne.d ;; ~· · 
~ _ ~l~ · ~~s e.~ r ~Ji'~';:·i 1 ·. t o •inC:! L · 

. . :s·:assoc11ate'd:?Wttk>tbeA<-
. . . t . 

1 
. <;l..".c:· ~"'1~11 ,;...,_ •nr~Y.., .. c'•~_:""'_.~m9Jii' .. tli-e'se? a·rti-~lile ··number"\--· 

. d ... -- ·· ; .... ·· ....... --.- .:.·cen_ .. ~~.·-·· •.. Q~~~_r,_ea 1 .·· ... be.~~:r:a.:w,tng,· a· .. N()r~the·rn Star~: 
~awn .. on a ~:~ce ··-<>f:~~.-;f_~gur~ ·n.~~. ::,.~he :pot tom: 1.et~./central area, ·a·s:. wei f :as a. I 

word CHINO. locate~ on·a ~igu~es-hea~band, ne~r_tbe top lett. 1nmate Lf~a 1 

. tre.~! Y- ad~! t ted.' t~a ~- be . c~~-a ~e~ ;:th~,s ':<!rawhlg ::a requested 1t s return 0·n I 
severa~. oc~aslons ... , .. : The ·-dralying'. ·::was .gt~ t~ the hl'stitulional 1 

:::;:t:::::: .s off)ce for further· r•;;;. Gordon . . \ 
I.S.U Correctional Officer 

1 Calaveras Unit i 
sec ' .~ 

1 ~tfl. i 
(GANG INFORMATION) l!/ 

GENER..o\L CHRONO \ 
)ATE 

May 10, 1993 

' . ·. ~ . ~ .~ . . ~ . 
.., ••• 5"• •••• . --,, .. •' ...... . I 

. ' • . I i 

I' 
i. 
I ·-· -- - ________ __;, ___________ _ ______ .. ______________ .j -

I 
H-36693 CDC·l28·B (Rev. 4/74\ ~AMEand NUMBER LIRA, ERNESTO 

. I 

On April 13, 1993 I received information !rom Officer R. Romero, of' the 
Merced County Sherif:fs Department, who identifies Inmate Lira H-36693 AKA 
"CHINO" to be an associate of the NORTHERN STRUCTURE Prison Gang, and a 
member of the NORTE 14. Officer Romero informed me that on April 24, 1992 
Jnmate Lira along with five other northern Hispanic gang members including 
Inmate Morales, Juan D-02845 AKA "PULGA" (Val! dated member of the Nor t bern 
Structure Prison Gang), approached two Southern Hispanic gang members and 
was questioning them about there tattoos and where they were from, Romero 
stated that Lira and Morales were the main instigator~ of the incident, and 
Lira stated to Officer ·Romero· that all they wanted to do was to play with 
them (Southern Hispanics) for a little while because you know when we go to 
the "PE~n they rush us from the g~te. 

t\TE GENERALCHRONO 

i 
I 
i 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I . May 1_0, 1993 

-·,, 
Continued on page 2 
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I 
I 
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~..St!P~-~-· '··.!·.·,.NAME ·.and NUMBER ~.ra,_, ~cnt:.sco 

·t:;~J1~t~t.-~.::~i.,:_~:>Z?.· « /93 ~ a gang valida~ion package re s •..ras received from 
'kf-1•· • t' / J •(')/)/] ,J:·~.,i:J<).J1Vest,J.ga or t·' I)Ue..l L? at ~v:~·k.:q..L-.-_,..--,------· The documcnr 
l}j~}~#,~su}J.mi tted as verification of s 's gang affiliation were sufficient to 
l[;~'l3tf0epartmental validati~ requirements. Accordingly, s has bee 
!~~full=~_{!(~r,tlje.r!J ~r~re... . (me.:mb<;u:)(fassocia 

t; •' ' ' .,, / 
•torig:/LiC-file · · 
.. t .... ' '. '' • 
•:.:i· 1:"': cc; · . SubJect 

~:::~fii~1f!tf" :'. 
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DEUEL VOCATIONAL JN~TITUTION 
Tracy, California 

SLWPLEMENTALPAGE 

TO: LIRA, ERNESTO, H-36693 

RE: Appeal Log No. DVI 96-01026 

INMATE INTERVIEWED: 
the first level appeal review. 

Inmate was interviewed on 8-23-96 by Darlene Best, CCII, for 

APPEAL ISSUE: CUSTODY/CLASSIFICATION. You are appealing your placement in 
A~ministrative Segregation (Ad-Seg) and your designation as a prison gang member. You request 
release from Ad-Seg and removal of all CDC 128Bs from your Central File. 

APPEAL RESPONSE: This matter was reviewed by Darlene Best, Correctional Counselorii, at 
Deu.!!I..Y.0.9J!U9.9.~Llt!$.!itu!jg.JkJ~~£9lJiQ~Cent~r. Both the informal and formal levels of appeal review 
were by-passed. 

CDC 114D dated 6-20-96 reflects you did not wish to have a CDC 114D hearing. However, ICC did 
review the reasons for your placement in Ad-Seg and approved your placement on 6-27-96. Your 
retention was based on information provided by ISU at DVI that you are a validated Northern Structure 
member. There was no Central File available to verify this information. On 7-25-96, ICC reviewed 
your Central File and noted CDC 128-B dated 7-2-93, listing you as a validated associate of the 
Northern Structure Prison Gang. Since !fle. ~I?,.C 128-B =da£d. 7-~?3 •• q~s not .m~et cw:r~nt 
~..¥~QD teQui.reO!!e.Dls. ICC directed SSU via DVIIISU to be contacted to investigate 
your gang status to determine whether information available meets or does not meet current prison 
gang validation requirements. Your ~W.W~.~Jl..,!J.e_x.~.P.Qtt..s.q,..p)l,..!,.,C..Q,CJ.2..8J}-2 .• Yp_u. wilJ receive a 
c~f.tlli§.£J;u:q,nJ4..lV $Ws"!P~~~~gt~e.!!Jrfeived at DVI. 

Un,ll!..x<:~r .. .s~~~U!Li..s_ful!Y.li!YSs.!~~t.s9-'W..cti .. ~£J~~'!!i.2!l.J.~.!D.fft..s.llx..~~~red a 
threat to the safeD- and . security of the. institution. As vou know. the prison gang known as the 
NOrtb;rirs~~~~ ~j~;~'j,7';;;;ot~' Viol~n~e in the institutio~. Since siaff believes you are an associate 

' \ ....... -
member of this prison gang, your presence 'in the General Population would jeopardize institutional 
security and the safety of staff and inmates. 

APPEAL DENIED. Based on the available information, your request for General Population 
placement is denied at this time. However, you will continue to receive regular ICC reviews and a 
special review once the above mention CDC 128 B-2 is provided. Furthermore, your request to have 
all CDC 1 28Bs removed from your Central file is denied, These informative chronos cannot be 
removed. 

~~ 
DARLENE BEST 
Corredional Counselor II 
DVI-RC 
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TO: LIRA, E. 
H-36693 

DEUEL VOCATIONAL INSTITUTION 
Tracy, California 

RE: Appeal Log No.: 96-01026 
Second Level Response 

APPEAL DECISION: Appeal denied. 

INMATE INTERVIEWED: On 8-23-96, you were interviewed by Darlene Best, 
Correctional Counselor ll, for a First Level Appeal Review. 

APPEAL ISSUE: CUSTODY/CLASSIFICATION 

You are appealing your placement in the Deuel Vocational Institution (D.V.l) Administrative 
Segregation (Ad. Seg.) unit and the validity of a CDC 128B Chrono dated 7-2-93. 

APPEAL RESPONSE: The issues in your appeal.have been reviewed by N. KRAMER, 
Correctional Counselor. A review of this matter, including examination of submitted documents, 
consultation with your assigned Correctional Counselor; Ms. Mann and research of your central 
file, was conducted for the purpose of the Second Level response. 

In her written First Level Review completed 8-23-96, Counselor Best accurately explains the 
reasons for your detainment in Ad. Seg. A review of your case determined it was being handled 
in compliance with California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 15, Article 7, Sections 3335, 
3336, 3337. More specifically, the following section applies to your case. CCR section 
333&(4){f) st:tes: 

When the reason for an inmate's. placement in administrative segregation is 
for nondisciplinary reasons, the hearing will consider all available evidence 
or information relating to the validity of the reasons given for such placement 
as well as the need to retain the inmate in administrative segregation pending 
resolution of the situation of circumstances set forth in the administrative 
segregation order. 

The Institutional Classification Committee (ICC) reviewed your situation and decided to retain 
you in Ad. Seg. pending receipt of a new CDC 128B-2 chrono ftcm the Special 'Services Unit 
(SSU)~ in Sacramento, catifornia. The purpose of this Chiono is.,to eccuratcly Mluate your status 
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?.ith the Northern Structure Prison Gang (a· prison. gang known to promote violence in CDC 
institutions). Department policy dictating the verification process for determining gang status has 
changed. The CDC 128B-2 dated 7-2-93 -does not meet current CDC validation requirements. 
Thus, re uests for mt u ated clltono were m .th SSU. Without the chfono, your gang 
status was not validated under the current criteria. 

Since you have fiJed our a eaJ for Second Level Response, the CDC 128B-2 {dated 9-4-96) has 
een recetve . · s chrono validates you as an associate of the Northern Structure under current 

criteria. Therefore, your indeterminate placement in Ad. Seg. is appropriate per CCR, Title 15, 
Article 7. Administrative Segregation, section 3341.5(c)(2)(A): 

(c) Security Housing Unit (SHU). An inmate whose conduct endanger-S the 
safety of others or the security of the institution shall be housed in a SHU. 

(2) Length of SHU Confinement. Assignment to a SHU may be for an 
indeterminate or for a fu.ed period of time. 

(A) Indeterminate SHU Segregation. An inmate assigned to security 
housing unit on an indeterminate SHU term shall be reviewed by a 
classification committee at least every 180 days for consideration of release to 
the general inmate population. 

After a analysis of the available information, your appeal is denied for the reasons explained 
above. If you are dissatisfied with this decision, . you may appeal to the Director's LeveL using 
Section "H" of your CDC form 602. 

/." a£<~P?>o .. ~k 
EDWARD S. ALAME ~' Jr. 
Warden 
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SlAlE Of CAtiFORNIA-YOUlH AND ADULT CORRECTIONAl AGENCY 

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
P. 0. Box 942883 
Sacramento, CA 94283-0001 

January 24, 1997 

Lira, H-36693 
Pelican Bay State Prison 
P.O. BOX 7000 
Crescent City, Ca. 95531-7000 

RE: DIRECTOR LEVEL DECISION 
CASE NO. 9603926 
INSTITUTION LOG NO. 96-1026 DVI 

This matter was reviewed on behalf of the California 
Department of Corrections (CDC), Inmate Appeals Branch, at 
Pelican Bay State Prison (PBSP), on January 13, 1997, by 
Appeals Examiner H. Bard. 

All submitted documentation and supporting arguments of the 
parties have been considered. To the extent such 
documentation and arguments are in accordance with the 
findings and conclusions stated herein~ they have been 
accepted. To the extent they are inconsistent therewith, 
they have been rejected. 

ISSUES 

Whether or not the institution's denial of appellant's 
request to release him to the general population and remove 
all gang related information from his Central File (C-File) 
is appropriate. 

FINDINGS 

I 

The appellant states that he has been improperly validated 
as a Northern Structure {NS) Prison Gang AssoCiate·.:----- He 
explains that in the past he was a Level I camp qualified 
inmate with no documented gang involvement. He states there 
is insufficient justification to validate him as a NS 
Asso~iate. He is requesting return to the general 
population and to remove all gang related documentation from 
his C-File. 
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II 

The institution takes the position that sjnce be filed for 
t~Second, Level Respo~se, yeptembe~--~ '-· -~-~ 9 6 ,~Tal 
Serv~ces Un~t (SSU), t'tx::-porm 128-B-2 has been received. 
This ·-chr-onDva1:1dates-nifu- as an Assoc1ate·- o-f--the--NS- under 
current criteria. The appeal was denied at the Second Level 
Response after analysis of available information. 

III 

The Department 1 s rules regarding Gang Activity, Critical 
Case Information and Segregated Housing Program Units, are 
contained in the California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 
15, Sections 3023, 3378 and 3341.5: 

3023. Gang Activity. 
(a) Inmates and parolees shall not knowingly 

promote, further or assist any gang as defined in 
section 3000. 

3378. Critical Case Information. 
Any . information regarding an inmate/parolee 

which is or may be critical to the safety of 
persons inside or outside an institution shall_be 
documented on a CDC Form 812 (Rev. 4/84 below), 
Notice of Critical Case Information--Safety of 
Persons and a CDC Form 812-A (Rev. 9/92), Notice 
of Critical Information--Prison Gang 
Identification; CDC Form 812-B (9/92), Notice of 
Critical Information--Disruptive Group 
Identification; and CDC Form 812-C (4/89) , Notice 
of Critical Information- -Conf ident'ial Enemies. 
the CDC Forms 812, 812-A, 812-B, and 812-C and all 
documents referred to on the forms shall be filed 
in the C-File of each identified inmate/parolee. 
Any confidential material affecting the critical 
case factors of an inmate/parolee shall conform to 
the provisions of section 3321. Entries on these 
forms shall not be a substitute for detailed 
documentation required elsewhere in the C-File. 

(c) Gang involvement allegations shall be 
investigated by a gang coordinator/investigator or 
their designe~. 

3341.5 Segregated Program Housing Units. 
Special housing units are designated for 

extended term programming of inmates not suited 
for general population. Placement into and 
release from these units requires approval by a 
classification staff representative (CSR) . 
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LIRA, H-36693 '-'c~sE NO. 
Page 3 

9603926 

(c} Security Housing Unit (SHU). An inmate 
whose conduct endangers the safety of others or 
the security of the institution shall be housed in 
a SHU. 

The documentation and arguments presented are persuasive 
that the appellant fails to provide convincing proof that he 
was inappropriately removed from the general population. 

The documentation reveals that Q!! July 2, 1996;. an 
In it tion Gang Investigator collectea and documented 
information re c 1ng t e ~pel ant's an 
i~fSOi1 gang. That dodimentat1on was reviewed byt:ne 
Insf:..it.ut1on Clas!hfication Committee. On September 4, 1996, 
the documentation was reviewed by a SSU special agent who 
confirmed and validated the appellant to be an Associate of 
the NS Prison Gang. The appellant 1 s case factors were 
~eviewed by a Classification Staff Representative, who 
subsequently endorsed the appellant to SHU as his conduct 
endangered the safety of others and the security of the 
institution. 

CCR 3023 establishes that "Inmates and parolees shall not 
knowingly promote, further or assist any gang ... " CCR 
3378(c) establishes that "Gang involvement allegations shall 
be investigated by a gang coordinator/investigator or their 
designee." CCR 3341.5 establishes that "Special housing 
units are designated for extended term programming of 
inmates not suited for general population. Placement into 
and release from these units requires approval by a 
classification staff representative. {CSR)." CCR 3341.5 (c) 
establishes that " ... An inmate whose conduct endangers the 
safety of others or the security of the institution shall be 
housed in a SHU." 

Based upon the documentation, it is 
actions taken against the appellant 
accordance with the referenced CCR. 

determined that the 
were proper and in 

DETERMINATION OF ISSUE 

The institution's denial of appellant 1 s request to release 
him to the general population and remove all gang ~elated 
information from his C-File is appropriate. 

The appeal is denied. 

ORDER 

No changes or modifications are required by the institution. 
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This decision exhausts the administrative remedy available 
to appellant within the Department of Corrections. 

H. BARD, Appeals Examiner 
Inmate Appeals Branch 

cc: Warden, PBSP 
Appeals Coordinator, PBSP 
Appeals Coordinator, DVI 

.. , t;Z:t.t~:/frj~ 
--{ G. BONNIE GARIBAY, . Chief 

· Inmate Appeals Branch 
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'. STATE OF CAUFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS I 

-~~~:r~~~;~~m '""'~ :""'M''"'PB"!l ]00-vot o~ ~f· 
CDC 602 (1.2/87) ~ J " "' . 

You may appt!al any policy, action or decision which has a si:nificantadverse affect upon yo~. With the exception of Serious CDC h~::·:;ssi;;~~~~~n . • 
committee actions. and classification and staff representative decisions, you must first informally seek relief through discussion with the appropriate staff 
member, who will sign your form and state what action was taken. If you ere not then satisfied. you may sand your appeal with all the supporting 
d«uments and not more than one additional page of comments to the Appeals Coordinator within 15 days of the action taken. No reprisals will be taken 
for using the 11ppeals procedure responsibly. 

NAME HUMBER ASSIGNMENT 

£At\/L5Jo };~/9 .J-/~1/93 

A Descrjbe Problem: --rd[ • 7.-v::.::f;r/ D./T/0/\1 /Yd..::£.:5/// - . ·; /;, /V'~~ 
L//c,·;r ///93:::5///£/97/tJ/tl /c;/.J:t/N/TT/"T.::S fL/, tJ., L:,) .PFX7/C?.:2)J/ KFv/~-!/..:5 tJ 
£1/ /M~1' ,.<7r?6c-/V.::5/. ;-;;,p /-l?F-~--;1/n/V::--..::5 r/r?C:e/:J;l,£Ai ;r-. r7/V.!2J KTTLA . ./)'7.l'A..J I 

.:z::.N· h'.JJ.r:JJ/.N/..:::fT/:!ATiv"L- 6L?=/c?tf(:://'/72CN !r?2J/..::ScC~) (..5. ~L/.) rJT 6c7N 
.:2/f.t/r .I V.oL'n77c/'\l/9/ _IA/..::57/JL./7/~.Aj (.2)., i0 .I,) 1 /l/V2J .r-&-x.=>/ /9T(t-~6,.5. rf) 
.ff.avc.- -::JJL'/J/ L-:::LJ /J;~Y:?£~/nN/ t!a/YJPE-rr.A/r fi.A./.:Vk.tt0 /.?i'L/9;AJ/.rU&//// KE2?F:ZP::i 

o/ ·:rHL:- {1/h-?R.C[::J d/k"Z£9 _LZ)J 72/E .C2J.~C. 11¥\22 /cddf ox:;;ZJLA:' I 
.:::5/..vl'C ;r;/E .::224TE pr· 12- d tr· 19£5, Tt? /'.K£6t-A./T ..-
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response. 

Signature: 

For the Director's Review. submit all documents to: Director of Corrections 
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CDC 602 fll/8 )I 
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Sacramento, CA 94283-CX>Ol 
Ann: Chief. Inmate Appeals 
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Date Submined: 
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PELICAN BAY STATE PRISON (PBSP) 
FIRST LEVEL REVIEWER'S RESPONSE 

APPEAL#PBSP.-€~02-03100 INMATE: LIRA, H-"66693 

You are requesting release from the Security Housing Unit (SHU) and placement on the general population (GP). 
Additionally you request to have all confidential documentation used in the validation process expunged from the 
Central File (C-File). 

A review of your appeal has been completed. Your complaint, including your requested remedial action, has 
received careful consideration. Mr. J. Cox, Correctional Counselor II (CCII), was assigned to investigate your 
allegations by the First Level Reviewer. CCJI Cox interviewed you on December 20, 2002. 

During the interview, you related basically the same information as contained in your appeal. You contend you 
were inappropriately retained on indeterminate status in PBSP-SHU. You claim your validation is inappropriate 
and that the information used in the validation is also· inappropriate. You are requesting the confidential 
documentation utilized in the validation be expunged from your C-File. 

CCll Cox completed a review of your C-File relative to this appeal issue. The C-File contains a California 
Department of Corrections (CDC) fonn 128B2, dated September 4, 1996, indicative that you are validated as an 
associate of the "Northern Structure" (NS) prison gang. Additionally, your C-Flle is inclusive of a CDC-128B 
Active/L'lactive Gang Status Review dated April 4, 2000. The Active/Inactive review is indicative that there was 
new information developed as a result of the investigation; a confidential memorandum dated April 4, 1998. The 
Institutional Classification Committee (ICC) of October 16, 2002, reviewed the aforementioned documents and 
determined the validation/SHU Indeterminate placement to be appropriate. The Classification Staff Representative 
(CSR) review completed on November 2 i, 2002, following the ICC review, re-endorsed you for retention in PBSP
SHU. The CSR reviewed your Classification/validation and indicated the following, in part (Copy attached): 

"Inmate remains a threat to the security of the institution by his continuing association with a prison gang 
engaged in a criminal conspiracy against the safety of others. All referenced documents are present in the 
file, properly annotated and properly disclosed." 

The original validation documents remain unchanged. You have not provided any new information that would 
warrant any different decision relative to your current PBSP-SHU indeterminate placement. Your contention that 
you should be released from SHU or that the confidential memorandums utilized in the validation process should 
be removed from your C-File, is inappropriate and unsupported by any departmental rule. 

After close review of this matter, 1 find that staff have acted appropriately and in accordance with State Law, 
California Code of Regulations, Title 15, and the Department Operations Manual. There is no evidence to support 
your claim that continued SHU Indeterminate placement is inappropriate. 

Based on the above, your appeal is DENIED at the First Level of Review. 

. .. 

. /;.k;.;.R{a 2-
··D~tel:''. 

I 
I 

I 
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Inmate LIRA, H-36693 
Pelican Bay State Prison 
Facility C, Security Housing Unit 
Building 10, Celli 07 

PELICAN BAY STATE PRISON 
SECOND LEVEL REVIEW 

RE: WARDEN'S LEVEL DECISION 
APPEAL LOG NO. PBSP-C-02-031 00 

C-02-03434 

APPEAL: DENIED 
ISSUE: CUSTODY/CLASS 

This matter was reviewed by JOE MCGRATH, Warden, at Pelican Bay State Prison. J. Cox, Correctional 
Counselor ll, conducted the Appeal interview at the First Level of Appeal Review on December 20, 2002. 

ISSUES 

The inmate requests to be released from the Security Housing Unit (SHU) to a General Population (GP) 
setting, where he could have access to "work furlough." He requests to be permitted to present his case to 
the Warden. He asks that all gang-related infonnation be removed from his Central File. Also, he requests 
that aU disciplinaries be removed from his Central File from April 1, 2000, through April 10, 2002, as they 
were issued in retaliation. AdditionaJly, the inmate requests to be personally shown the reliability of the 
evidence used to validate him as an associate of the Northern Structure prison gang. The inmate has also 
filed an additional Appeal concerning the Classification Staff Representative (CSR) endorsement of the 
Institution Classification Committee (ICC) action in this Appeal. These two Appeals are combined and 
responded to in this response. 

FINDINGS 

The inmate claims that each year he appears before a Classification Committee to only be told that the 
validation and supporting documents remain appropriate. The Committee has failed to prove to the inmate 
the reliability of information used for validation. This failure has denied the inmate the opportunity to 
challenge the evidence. 

II 

The First Level Reviewer interviewed the inmate on December 20, 2002. The inmate was advised that his 
Central File contains a CDC 128-B-2 dated September 4, 1996, validating him as an associate of the 
Northern Structure prison gang. Additionally, the Central File contains as CDC 128-B dated April 4, 2000, 
describing additional information being obtained describing the inmate's involvement in gang activity 
during 1998. This infonnation was reviewed by ICC October 16, 2002, and it was determined the gang 
validation and indeterminate placement within SHU remained appropriate. The decision to retain the inmate 
in SHU was subsequently approved by the CSR November 21, 2002. Therefore, the original validation 
remains appropriate, since there has not been any additional information obtained that would warrant a 
different decision relative to the inmate's current placement. 
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' Supplement Page 2 
Lira, H-36693 
Appea!. # PBSP-C-02-031 00 

- C-02-03434 

III 

The California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 15, Section 3341.5 (c)(A)(2.), identifies a validated prison 
gang associate as a severe threat to the safety of others or the security of the institution and requires 
placement in SHU for an indeterminate term. 

CCR Title 15, Section 3321 (b )(3 )(B), requires that documentation provided to an inmate regarding 
confidential information include as much information as can be disclosed without identifying its source, and 
that it contain an evaluation of the source's reliability. 

CCR, Title 15, Section 3341.5 (c)(5), allows the Departmental Review Board to authorize the release of 
validated gang associates from the SHlJ categorized as not being involved in any gang activity for a 
minimum of six years. 

DETERMINATION OF ISSUE 

The inmate is requesting to be released from SHlJ. The inmate contends that since staff have failed to prove 
the reliability of evidence used to validate him as an associate of a prison gang, the evidence is therefore 
invalid, making his placement in SHlJ inappropriate. The CDC 128-B-2 of September 4, I 996, was 
supported by three documents, one dated September 25, 1992, that was deemed to be confidential. The 
subsequent CDC 128-B dated April 4, 2000, described additional information relative to gang activity 
contained in a confidential memorandum dated April 1, 1998. Both confidential documents were disclosed 
via CDC 1030 Forms and included an evaluation of the source's reliability. Each document's reliability had 
been established through multiple means. However, to provide the inmate with additional information 
relative to the reliability would result in the confidential source being disclosed. Therefore, the decision 
reached by the ICC on October 1 6, 2002, to retain the inmate in Security Housing Unit for an indeterminate 
period oftime based upon his gang affiliation was appropriate. In the second Appeal, Log #C-02-03434, the 
inmate contends the same issues. Overall, these Appeals are an attempt to question the accuracy of the 
validation, which was completed in 1996. The inmate has been informed during several attempts to appeal 
the validation recently that he exceeded time limits to appeal. Future Appeals concerning ICC or CSR 
endorsements for Indeterminate placement that are void of Appeal issues concerning due process errors 
during the Committee and only refer to validation documentation will be rejected. The APPEAL IS 
DENIED. The inmate has also failed to support his allegation that the disciplinaries from April I, 2000, 
through April 10, 2002, were issued as retaliation. 

MODIFICATION ORDER 

No modification of this decision or action taken is required. 

Warden 
Pelican Bay Stat 

BDS#017 1-28-03 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 

TNMA TE APPEALS BRANCH 

P. 0. BOX 942883 

SACRAMENTO, CA 94283-0001 

DIRECTOR'S LEVEL APPEAL DECISION 

Date: flAY 2J 2003 
In re: Lira, H-36693 

Pelican Bay State Prison 
P.O. Box 7000 
Crescent City, CA 95531-7000 

lAB Case No.: 0209553 Local Log No.: PBSP 02-03100 

This matter was reviewed on behalf of the Director of the California Department of Corrections (CDC) by 
Appeals Examiner l Pearson, Facility Captain. All submitted documentation and supporting arguments of 
the parties have been considered. 

1 APPELLANT'S ARGUMENT: It is the appellant's position that he should be housed in a general inmate 
population placement. The appellant is requesting to have his case reviewed and to be released to the general 
inmate population with access to a work furlough program. 

II SECOND LEVEL'S ARGUMENT: It is staff's position that the appellant is validated as an associate of the 
Northern Structure (NS) prison gang. The Institution Classification Committee reviewed the appellant's case 
on October 16, 2002, and determined the validation and Security Housing Unit (SHU) indeterminate 
placement to be appropriate. The Classification Staff Representative reviewed the appellant's case and 
reendorsed the appellant for retention in the SHU as he found that the appellant remains a threat to the safety 
and security of the institution. 

III DIRECTOR'S LEVEL DECISION: Appeal is denied. 

A. FINDINGS: The appellant is housed in facility, which is commensurate with his case factors. The 
appellant's case factors as delineated on CDC Form I 28-G, Classification Chrono, include his 
association with a prison gang. The appellant's placement is appropriate and in accord with the primary 
objectives of the correctional institutions which are to protect the public by safely keeping person 
committed to the custody of the Director of Conections, and to afford such persons with every 
reasonable opportunity and encouragement to pruticipate in rehabilitative activities. Consistent effort is 
being made to insure the security of the institution and the effectiveness of the treatment programs 
within the framework of security and safety. The requirement of custodial security and of staff, inmate 
and public safety must take precedence over all other considerations in the operation of all the programs 
and activities of the institutions of the department. No relief shall be afforded to the appellant at the 
Director's Level ofReview. 

B. BASIS FOR THE DECISION: 

California Code of Regulations, Title I 5, Section: 3270, 3341.5, 3375 

C. ORDER: No changes or modifications are required by the institution. 

This decision exhausts the administrative remedy available to the appellant within CDC. 

Lt..~ 
N. GRANNIS, Chief 
Inmate Appeals Branch 

cc: Warden, PBSP 
Appeals Coordinator, PBSP 


